CITY PUZZLERS  Can you solve these London puzzles?

Dot-to-dot  Join the numbers 1 to 68 to reveal a famous bridge over the River Thames.

Puzzling pigeons  These London pigeons have been given numbers, some odd, some even. Can you work out what the rule is?

Brain twister  Say this as quickly as you can:

One taxi with two side mirrors and four wheels.

Then, imagine another taxi has joined the first. Say:

Two taxis with four side mirrors and eight wheels.

Keep adding taxis. Each time you add one more taxi, add two more side mirrors and four more wheels. Say the words as quickly as you can, and try not to hesitate or make any mistakes.

Hat code  Each of these London hats stands for a number from 1 to 4. Can you work out which is which? Write the answers below.

Is this:

Camera conundrum  Amber, Kyle, Ed and Jade have been taking photos on their trip to London. Read the clues and write the correct name under each camera.

★ Amber took half as many photos as Ed.
★ Ed took one more photo than Kyle.
★ Amber took one fewer photo than Jade.

Number of photos

A

B

C

D

Wordsearch  How many times can you find the word London in this wordsearch? It may be written up, down, across, diagonally or backwards.

L N L O L D
L O N D O N
O D N O N L
N N D D D N
D O O N O N
O L D D N N
N O O N L O
L O N D O N
L D N L N L

Write your answer here: ..........

Ha ha ha!  Q. What do you get if you cross a corgi with an elephant?

A. Broken furniture inside a broken house.